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Decline curves, flow regimes
 Evaluators in the shale have typically used the Arps empiri-
cal equation with a single b-factor to plot the expected produc-
tion decline from hyperbolic to terminal. The trouble with that is 
b-factors change over time as flow regimes change.  
 Some evaluators get around that by using varying b-factors, 
including Brent Biseda, a senior engineer at Seneca Resources 
Co. LLC, at the time of his SPE paper, “Modified Arps Equation 
for Changing B-factor.”
 He stated “modifications allow a single equation to be used 
with a vectorized b-factor … to model a well as it transitions 
from linear … to boundary-dominated flow and eventually 
back to pseudo-linear flow.”
 Lee said b-factors in early flow regimes will be high (> 1) and 
the final b in the boundary-dominated flow regime, is going to 
be much lower (<1).  
 He added that Arps b-factors have tended to be too high, 
particularly as used to forecast long-term production, so evalua-
tors typically switch to a terminal decline late in the production 
history to lower the final decline rate and EURs. 
 He showed log-log diagnostic plots from the Bakken shale 
play that he said were a good way to identify flow regimes. 
 “What we see is an early ramp-up during hydraulic fractur-
ing, cleanup and choke-back flow. That is followed by a long, 
transient flow regime, as the reservoir drains further away from 
the fractures prior to interference between adjacent fractures,” 
he said. 
 That’s followed by a transition period that is “pretty long, 
more than one log cycle.”  With enough history, the final BDF 
regime is evident and signifies when all fractures along the well 
exhibit interference.
 Lee recommended that evaluators be more realistic about 
the decline rate during early transient flow in horizontal wells 
with multiple fractures. See chart of the Arps hyperbolic model 
with 30-percent decline rate at switchover to transient flow.
  “The decline rate at the time we switched flow regimes was 
not 5 percent or 10 percent per year. It was 30 percent per year 
because of the effects of boundaries,” he said. “I didn’t cherry 
pick data to come up with an example like this. It is quite common.”

Type wells: Not just averages
 Lee said that creating type wells requires more than averag-
ing production profiles. “We need to consider carefully placing 
wells with similar decline characteristics into individual bins and 
make sure we have a statistically significant sample size of wells 
in each bin,” he remarked.
 Please see, “High-side forecasts with type wells caused by 
‘survivor bias,’ says Lee,” in Reservoir Solutions newsletter, July-
September 2017, Page 5 at www.ryderscott.com/wp-content/
uploads/2017NL_July.pdf.

Facilities engineer joins Houston office
managed oil and gas projects, and 
provided technical expertise in 
field development planning with a 
multidisciplinary team, including 
subsurface, drilling, operations, 
and commercial.  Much of the 
work was in Brazil, China and Gulf 
of Mexico.
  During 2003 to 2006, he 
was a project manager, subsea 
systems & facilities at Kerr-McGee 
Corp. and at Anadarko Petroleum 
Corp. as a consultant after the 

 The new head advisor–upstream and midstream integrated 
services is Sandeep Khurana. He joined Ryder Scott in October.
 Khurana is the team lead for surface facilities and mid-
stream areas. He collaborates with reservoir engineers and 
geologists to determine various midstream options.  
 The addition of Khurana enables Ryder Scott to offer 
inhouse expertise beyond the subsurface and wellhead.  
 Previously, he was head of advisory development & opera-
tions at Granherne, a subsidiary of KBR Inc., where he worked 
more than five years. He advised governments and NOCs on 
assets and master plans. 
 Khurana analyzed midstream business, contractual issues, 
LNG value chain, plants and pipelines.  He also evaluated 
onshore development plans, appraised commercial plans and 
provided concept selection, contracting strategies and bids for 
floaters and subsea installations. 
 Before that, he was manager development, major projects 
group, at Noble Energy Corp. from 2010 to 2014. He ensured 
front-end loading, planning, and execution for major assets 
and projects. Khurana also managed integration of drilling, 
environmental and regulatory considerations, and lease 
requirements in the frontier areas. Khurana also performed 
concept screening for gas export infrastructure for uncon-
ventional resource plays and assisted in the sanctioning of an 
onshore mini LNG plant.
 During 2010 to 2016, he worked at Devon Energy Corp. as 
a facility advisor in international operations, then as a senior 
advisor in domestic and international operations. He provided 
technical counsel during farm-ins and farm-outs in exploration 
and exploitation-support initiatives and managed operations 
upgrade work on offshore facilities, pipeline, and onshore gas 
LPG plant in Cote d’Ivoire.  
 Khurana also won government and partner approvals on 
a $750-million development plan for a subsea tieback to an 
FPSO in Equatorial Guinea. Later at Devon, he headed and 

acquisition. He managed subsea tieback projects from concept 
engineering to equipment installation followed by commissioning 
and operations support.
 Before that, he was a principal facilities engineer at Halliburton 
from 2000 to 2003.  Khurana performed field development evalu-
ations, reduced capital costs, and developed new technology with 
a multi-disciplinary team. He also performed studies on 
rigless well intervention, wireline, coiled tubing, hydraulic work-
over techniques and applications, and technical issues in subsea 
well intervention.
 Khurana was also a facilities project engineer at Paragon Engi-
neering Services Inc. during 1996 to 2000.  He conducted facilities 
engineering work on onshore plants and offshore facilities devel-
opments, including those in Nigeria, West Africa and the Gulf of 
Mexico.
 He began his career as a marine engineer at Brown & Root 
Energy Services in 1989, and then joined Petro-Marine Engineers 
of Texas Inc. as a senior engineer in 1994.
 Khurana has an MS degree in science from Rice University. He 
is a registered professional engineer in Texas, registered Project 
Management Professional and member of SPE. 
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 The article discusses survivor bias, binning, probit charts, 
off-trend data and scaling. 
 Lee said, “It’s important to scale data as needed with the 
goal of minimizing the number of separate bins and maximizing 
the number of wells in each bin.” 
 He recommended sorting wells based on permeability-
thickness, number of fracture stages and drawdown — all 
factors that affect post-peak rate well performance in uncon-
ventional plays.

Parent, child wells: Interfere, but not too much 
 Lee also pointed to production from infill and pad wells that 
either causes too much or not enough interwell interference. 
Too much is overkill. Too little lowers recovery efficiencies.
Wider spacing increases EUR per well but decreases EUR per 
section.
 “We shouldn’t try to avoid interference. If we do, we’re going 
to leave large areas undrained in acreage we’re developing,” he 
said. “We need some interference – if we don’t have it, we’re not 
draining all the rocks.”
 This issue has not gone unnoticed in the press.
 “Interference is a big issue, particularly in the press and with 
investors,” he said. “We’re not properly taking interference into 
account.”
 Lee suspects that to estimate the EURs of infill wells, indus-
try is using production profiles based on older wells and looser 
spacing, which underestimates interference. 
 “We think if we have a typical P90 production profile for a 
well and drill a couple infill wells, we can just multiply that 
profile by a factor of three, and we’ve got a good forecast,” he 
said. “Well, it doesn’t turn out to be that simple.”
 Lee said that history-matched dynamic modeling cited 
in SPE paper (No. 191799-MS) published in 2018 by Defeu 
et al from Schlumberger Ltd. has provided insights into the            

parent-child relationship in drilling offsets.
 The study showed that in the Wolfcamp Delaware Basin, 
hydraulic fractures in wells closer to the parent well grow 
toward adjacent, depleted areas. Those child wells experience 
increased depletion times and up to a 50 percent reduction in 
production compared to the parent, the paper states.
 At the same time, the adjacent parent well may suffer from 
“frac hits” from the child well undergoing fracture treatments, 
which can cause premature production decline in the parent.
 “At large well spacing, little impact is observed because of 
limited interference between wells,” said Lee. 
 Not only does well spacing matter, so does timing for infill 
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drilling and production, the SPE paper concludes. Fractures 
from a child well tend to propagate selectively into the pres-
sure-depleted areas near the parent well vs. spreading into 
undrained immediate areas.
  “That’s going to lead to poor overall recovery, which leads 
to overoptimistic estimates of ultimate recovery from this 
parent/child well combination,” said Lee. 
 Authors of the paper have observed significant propagation 
of fracturing from the child well to pressure-depleted areas of 
the parent well 36 months after the parent has been on production.




